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Boosting SME internationalisation through export 

promotion

 Recommendations from the 2017 peer-review 

and OECD monitoring overview

 Discussion of preliminary findings and 

recommendations

Agenda
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Uzbekistan has been modernising its export promotion system and could 

further develop consulting and its international network

3

Challenges 2017 Recommendations

Consulting

4. Expand the number of representative 

offices abroad

5. Work on a clear value proposition in co-

operation with the business community

1. Identify target markets and sectors 

2. Expand advisory and training capacities

3. Attract more certification companies

6. Develop and implement a  set of 

actionable KPIs and surveys

Marketing

Monitoring

1

2

3

Focus of today’s event

Discussed in May 2021
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The OECD is monitoring this year the implementation of recommendations 

on SME export promotion policies provided in 2017

 Analysis and recommendations were peer reviewed and endorsed by the 

government at Deputy Prime Minister-level at OECD Eurasia Week 2017

 The monitoring exercise is carried out in a different context

 Major institutional changes and reforms have taken place 

 COVID-19 affected SME trade and exports 

 Uzbekistan resumed its WTO accession talks in 2020, and joined the EU 

GSP+ scheme in April 2021

 The progress and challenges with respect to implementation of measurable 
policy actions are discussed and agreed with project stakeholders

 The OECD uses a series of monitoring tools, including a matrix table of 
recommendations, questionnaires, data requests and collection, analysis of 
existing surveys and interviews; and benchmarking and experience 
sharing with peer countries 

 Adjusted and new recommendations will be provided

 Final results and recommendations of the monitoring will be peer-reviewed at 
the OECD Eurasia Competitiveness Roundtable as part of OECD Eurasia Week 
2021

The monitoring aims at providing an overview of implementation since 2017, 

understand why it might have stalled, and identify new priorities for policy
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The monitoring process is spanning 2021

An OECD report will be prepared on:

SME Export Promotion policies in Uzbekistan

Discussion of findings 

and assessment of 

implementation

Drafting phase: 

finalise 

recommendations

Analytical work: Data 

collection; interviews; 

stock-taking

Presentation of 

methodology and initial 

findings

Research on export 

promotion policies and 

new challenges

Launch and Working 

Group 1
Working Group 2 Working Group 3

OECD Eurasia Week 

2021

Peer Review 

January 2021 May 2021 September 2021 17 November 2021

Presentation of draft 

monitoring note at 

OECD Eurasia 

Competitiveness

Roundtables 

Discussion of draft 

results and draft 

monitoring note

O
E
C

D

Events will take place virtually until the sanitary situation allows in-person WG meetings
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Boosting SME internationalisation through export 

promotion

 Recommendations from the 2017 peer-review 

and OECD monitoring overview

 Discussion of preliminary findings and 

recommendations

Agenda



Draft monitoring assessment: summary table

2017 recommendations 
2021 monitoring assessment 

Progress  Way forward 

Develop consulting activities to improve SMEs’ knowledge of foreign markets  

Identify target markets and sectors 
through public-private dialogue 

  Reinforce public-private dialogue between all actors of export promotion 
(CCIU, Embassies, trade houses), under the supervision of the EPA 

Expand advisory and training 
capacities and support preferential 
access 

  
Enhance export-market analysis distribution to SMEs through the EPA, 
and consider cost-sharing options for certification of SME products 

Attract more certification companies 
to the country 

 Expand partnerships with international certification companies, and 
develop “know-how” on certification opportunities for SMEs 

Expand the export promotion network abroad and provide a clear value proposition in target markets 
Expand the number of 
representation offices abroad with 
local staff 

 
Better coordinate export promotion activities between Embassies, trade 
houses and the EPA, and develop an abroad network of EPA offices 

Work on a clear value proposition in 
co-operation with the business 
community 

 
Develop a strong quality-standard supporting the “Made in Uzbekistan” 
brand, and develop niche specialisations in relation to certification 

Monitor the work and impact of export institutions 
Develop and implement a  set of 
actionable KPIs and surveys 

 Transition towards more outcome based and complex monitoring 
systems  

 
Legend:  
Completed          Close to completion          Being implemented          Initiated          Not started 

 



Overall environment
SMEs could benefit from a more integrated institutional approach
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The EPA should step-up its efforts to coordinate the institutional landscape for export promotion

 Finalize the Single Export Support Portal

 Address remaining activity gaps for SMEs (market studies to their benefit)

The EPA has taken a leading role but the export promotion landscape remains complex to 

navigate for SMEs

DRAFT for 

discussion



Consulting
SME internationalisation is impeded by insufficient knowledge of export market

opportunities and capabilities to meet certification requirements
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DRAFT for 

discussion

2017 recommendation: Develop consulting activities to improve SME knowledge of foreign markets  

A
c
ti

o
n

s

Identify target markets 

and sectors through 

public-private dialogue

Expand advisory and training 

capacities and support 

preferential access

Attract more certification companies to the 

country

F
in

d
in

g
s

Export market analysis offer has expanded but lacks an 

integrated approach and more targeted market studies

 Access of individual SMEs to market analyses 

remains limited

 Export market analyses remain insufficiently 

targeted on business needs and expectations

 Lack of accurate market data and information

Certification services offer has expanded with 

the activities of Uzstandart but could be further 

developed and streamlined to better address 

target markets

 Certification of Uzbek products remains 

low and mostly concentrated on textile and 

agricultural products

 SMEs lack “know-how” on export market 

and certification requirements

 Certification remains expensive, especially 

for SMEs

R
e
c
o

m
m

e
n

d
a
ti

o
n

s  Public-private dialogue and successful

institutional coordination (eg. EPA, embassies,

trade houses, etc). could help collect relevant data,

and target markets and needs

 Make export market analysis available to all

business, especially SMEs: EPA could order them

periodically and share them with targeted businesses

and business associations

 Expand trainings with international

certification companies to raise awareness 

of benefits of certification

 Set-up an advisory body (one-stop-shop) 

for all SME-related issues

 Expand cost-sharing options for 

certification expenses



Close public-private 

collaboration

• The Federal Government directly supervises GTAI and co-finances the AHK

• Local governments and business associations co-ordinate with the Federal

Ministry of Economy and Technology for complementary work

Extended geographic 

coverage

• GTAI offices in more than 50 countries granting direct connection to foreign

markets to SMEs

• Increased coverage thanks to the German integrated institutional strategy

Integrated 

institutional strategy

• GTAI has a close relation to its diplomatic network and AHK

• Direct involvement in trade houses and counselors management

Specialized workforce 

• Staff with private sector experience

• Export market information provided by about 60 GTAI industry analysts in

addition to complementary specialized experts

Wide range of data 

and services

• Support mainly exporting SMEs in targeting specific countries and sectors

• Provision of macroeconomic forecasts, country and industry analyses, business

contacts, legal, tax and custom advice

• Assistance in finding partners and representation at fairs

Co-operative price 

strategy

• GTAI marketing activities are free of charge, covered by public funds

• Specialized consulting activities, target reports paid for below-market prices
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KPI Measures implemented/to implement 

Consulting: the case of Germany

A step-by-step approach to build export market knowledge and promotion capacity

Two key players in Germany’s EPA network abroad

 Germany Trade and Invest (GTAI)

 Network of Chambers of Commerce Abroad (AHK)



Marketing

Export promotion support can be further expanded through a clear value 

proposition and specialised actors abroad 
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DRAFT for 

discussion

2017 recommendation: Expand the export promotion network abroad and provide a clear value 

proposition in target markets   

Actions Expand the number of representation offices 

abroad with local staff

Work on a clear value proposition in co-operation with 

the business community

F
in

d
in

g
s

Missing link in the institutionnal support to 

SMEs in finding export opportunities and 

distribution channels

 No dedicated abroad network and 

offices of the EPA, managed by 

Embassies and the private sector

 The profile of trade counsellors should 

be more business-oriented

The government has developed a national branding 

strategy “Made in Uzbekistan” implemented by the 

EPA

 The brand lacks a tight link to objective quality 

standards

 A unified image in international markets could 

help expand the brand outreach

R
e
c
o

m
m

e
n

d
a
ti

o
n

s

 Step up coordination between

Embassies, trading houses and the EPA

 Build a network of business 

representatives and EPA offices abroad

 Further develop the brand through objective 

quality standards, a unified image and a 

consistent use of the brand to promote Uzbek 

goods 

 Seize additional branding and niche opportunities 

such as organic products 



• National Office for Wine of Moldovia

• USAID
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Marketing: the case of Moldova

Moldova’s government agencies launched a « quality driven » national brand for two of their 

largest industries

WINE: « Wine of Moldova. A legend 

alive »
FASHION: « From the heart »

Results

• 2/3 of Moldavian wines met the European

Standard Protected Geographical

Indication

• One of the top-10 highest-awarded

country

• 2019: +9% in exports to 70+ countries

• Dozen SMEs among new exporters

• 70 new companies created in the fashion

sector

• 6500% return on export promotion funds

and +34% in sales until 2016

• +10%/year in exports sales since 2015

• Beneficial to women-owned SMEs

• Moldavian Ministries of Economy and

Culture

• Moldavian Light Industry Association

Reforms

Certification criteria

• Simplification of certification procedures

• Support to small wineries on meeting

quality standards

Objectives

• Meet European quality standards and

unite exports under a national brand

Initiators & 

supporters

• Bring fashion labels under a new national

brand

• Assist producers in shifting towards high

value added products

• Rebrand the sector as a high-quality

Moldovan export

• Geographical indicators (GI) : appellation

of origin, cultural landmarks

• Inputs: grapes grades permitted for

cultivation, organic grapes …

• Production process: ensure food security,

monitor critical points

• International standards relative to quality

and ethical practices (ISO9001 and 45001

on workplace health and safety

management system …)



Willingness to 

comply with best 

practices abroad

• Compliance with ISO, SGS, HACCP to raise international trust in local

products

• Harmonization wit the European framework to reach the common market

Creation of a 

national brand

• ”Wine of Moldova. A legend alive”, “From the heart” for the fashion industry

• “Made in Uzbekistan” campaign by the EPA

Simplified 

procedures

• Simplifying certification procedures for SMEs has been set as one of

Moldova’s National Office of Wine priorities

Transparent and 

rigorous quality 

standards

• Precisely defined standards in MD national legislation or incorporating

international conventions

• Standards regarding : Geographic indicators (GI), inputs, technology, and

ethics

Public assistance for

companies to meet 

standards 

• Assistance from the MD State and foreign development agencies has been

decisive for SMEs

• Technical assistance helped small MD wineries to win awards and start

exporting

Disseminate 

knowledge regarding 

standards

• Outreach campaign of the MD State Agency for Intellectual Property (AGEPI)

on the benefits of certification

• Dissemination through media, roundtables and seminars

Monitoring and 

compliance

 The MD law protects producers against any misuse or misleading use of a

protected appellation that would allow exploitation of its reputation,

penalties included

 Regular controls on conformity of MD products and monitoring of

compliance with the product specification
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KPI Measures implemented/to implement 

Marketing: the case of Moldova
A step-by-step approach to a national brand



Monitoring

The impact measurement of export promotion activities could be transitioned 

towards more outcome based and complex monitoring systems
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DRAFT for 

discussion

2017 recommendation: Monitor the work and impact of export institutions

Action Develop and implement a set of actionable KPIs and surveys

F
in

d
in

g
s

Monitoring processes still mainly focus on the measure of inputs provided

 Export promotion support agencies engage in extensive monitoring and reporting activities 

through quarterly and yearly reports of programmes implemented and activities undertaken

 Lack of a defined monitoring strategy of export promotion activities and key performance 

indicators (KPIs)

 Indicators across institutions measure mainly the inputs provided: the number of companies 

assisted or the number of outreach activities undertaken ; participation at fairs supported ; or the 

number of reports provided.

R
e
c
o

m
m

e
n

d
a
ti

o
n

s

 Develop indicators measuring the outcomes and impacts of the activities of export

promotion institutions

 Introduce regular surveys of exporting businesses to adapt the priorities and objectives of

export promotion policies

 Generalise the use of monitoring strategies and KPIs



Macroeconomic

indicators

• General assessment of the sector and its dynamics

• Eg.: total SME exports, and share of SMEs in total exports

Output-oriented

• Assessment of the cost-effectiveness of operations/ services provided

• Eg.: number of SMEs with export contracts, number of SMEs and

entrepreneurs accompanied by Business France through collective events or

individual support

• Focus on outcomes (the effect of Business France’s operations) : number of

new business contracts after 1 and 2 years (following the first business

contact facilitated by Business France), number of different markets,

average additional turnover.

User-needs based
• External KPIs assess exporters’ knowledge of the agency, the relevance of

its activities according to its users, and issues they face when exporting

Frequent update

• Adaptability of export strategy to evolving national and international

environments: systematic exporter surveys, at different stages of the export

cycle

Feed into policy 

response

• Thorough and systematic data collection helps to identify targets, list

priorities, and enhances policy response adjustment
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KPIs Measures implemented/to implement 

Monitoring: the case of Business France

Enhanced targeting of support through the establishment of an integrated evaluation process

 Created in 2015 from the merger of then-French EPA and IPA

 Objective: make public support for internationalisation more visible, understandable and

accessible, and the data more comparable

 Established a small number of internal and external KPIs for regular monitoring
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Next steps
A final assessment will be presented and peer-reviewed at Eurasia Week 2021

Discussion of findings 

and assessment of 

implementation

Drafting phase: 

finalise 

recommendations

Analytical work: Data 

collection; interviews; 

stock-taking

Presentation of 

methodology and initial 

findings

Research on export 

promotion policies and 

new challenges

Launch and Working 

Group 1
Working Group 2 Working Group 3

OECD Eurasia Week 

2021

Peer Review 

January 2021 May 2021 September 2021 17 November 2021

Presentation of draft 

monitoring note at 

OECD Eurasia 

Competitiveness 

Roundtables 

Discussion of draft 

results and draft 

monitoring note

O
E
C

D

Events will take place virtually until the sanitary situation allows in-person WG meetings
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Contact details

Amélie Schurich-Rey

Economist/ Policy Analyst, Central Asia

e-mail: amelie.schurich@oecd.org

Grégory Lecomte

Head of Unit, Central Asia

e-mail: gregory.lecomte@oecd.org
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William Tompson

Head of the OECD Eurasia Division 

e-mail: william.tompson@oecd.org
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